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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new way of looking at the failure process of a network using percolation
theory. In this new view, a network failure can be regarded as a percolation process and the critical
threshold of percolation can be used as network failure criterion linked to the operational settings
under control. To demonstrate our approach, we consider both random network models and real
networks with different nodes and/or edges lifetime distributions. We study numerically and theoretically the network reliability and find that the network reliability can be solved as a voting system
with threshold given by percolation theory. Then we find that the average lifetime of random network increases linearly with the average lifetime of its nodes with uniform life distributions. Furthermore, the average lifetime of the network becomes saturated when system size is increased.
Finally, we demonstrate our method on the transmission network system of IEEE 14 bus.
Highlights
1. Statistical descriptions of the network failure comply well with practical requirements for the
analysis of network reliability.
2. The percolation threshold naturally gives a network failure criterion.
3. The approach based on percolation theory is suited for calculations of large-scale networks.
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Notation
V
E
Γ (V, E)
N

a set of vertices
a set of arcs
a network defined as an undirected graph with V, E
the total number of nodes in a network

C Ni

the binomial coefficient

<a>
p
pc
Ts
a*b

the average value of the random variable a
the probability that a node/edge is functional
the percolation threshold
the average lifetime of the network
product of a and b
1

[a]

the largest integer less than or equal to a

1. Introduction
In modern society, technological networks are pervasive as they provide essential services
including materials [1-2], energy [3-4], information [5] and even social communication [6]. It is not
surprising, then, that network reliability is receiving particular attention, on one side as a value
requested by the users and on the other side as a challenge for the service providers and network
operators. One way to address the problem is to consider the connectivity structure of the network as
a graph Γ (V, E) consisting of a vertex set V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} and an arc set E = {e1, e2, ..., em}. Within
this abstraction, terminal reliability can be defined as the probability of achieving connectivity from
the source nodes to the terminal nodes [7]. The terminal reliability of networks can be characterized
by assessment methodologies [8] such as Reliability Block Diagram (RBD), Fault Tree Analysis
(FTA) [9] and so on. Typical algorithms for computing terminal reliability include the state enumeration method [10], sum of disjoint products method [11], factorization method [12], minimal
cuts method [13] and cellular automata [14-15].
However, in the consideration of terminal connectivity, the identification of the operational
limits of a network is missing [8], where a critical fraction of functional components to sustain the
network is considered instead of studying paths in the terminal reliability. Percolation theory [16-17]
provides us with an opportunity to overcome this gap, by referring network failure to the situation
whereby a critical fraction of network components have failed [18-20]. In the percolation theory, the
failure of a node/edge of network is modeled by removal. As the removal of nodes/edges increases,
the network undergoes a transition from the phase of connectivity (functional network) to the phase
of dis-connectivity (nonfunctional network). The probability threshold signifying this phase transition can be found theoretically or computed numerically by percolation theory. The probability
threshold can be used as a statistical indicator for the operational limits of the network, which is not
considered in traditional terminal reliability analysis. Thus, percolation theory, based on statistical
physics, can help to understand the macroscopic failure behavior of networks in relation to the
microscopic states of the network components. It can address questions of practical interest such as
"how many failed nodes/edges will break down the whole network?"
In this paper, we define “network reliability” by using concepts of percolation theory and exploit the related statistical physics techniques to calculate it. We analyze the network failure process
and network reliability properties by percolation theory, providing a new framework for network
reliability analysis. In section 2, we further explain the operational limits of a network. In section 3,
we relate the network reliability problem to percolation theory. In section 4, we analyze theoretically the network reliability and lifetime distribution, referring to random networks. In section 5, we
present simulation results, which are extended to real networks in section 6.
To accompany the reader throughout the study of the paper, we anticipate here a number of
definitions:
Definition 1

Random Network (Erdӧs-Rényi (ER) Network [21]): A graph with N vertices can
have ܥேଶ pairs at most. To generate a random network, we first build N nodes.
Then we connect each pair of nodes with the same probability, p. In this way, a
random network (N, p) can be constructed finally and the networks will become
more connected with increasing p. Figure 1 gives an example of random network
2

Definition 2

Definition 3

with N = 150, p = 1/70.
Degree of node i, ki: the number of links that belong to node i. <k>: the average
value of the degree, which is the sum of node’s degree divided by the number of
nodes in the network. In figure 1, the average degree of the network <k> = 2.
Cluster: the connected set of nodes, within which there is a path between any pair of
nodes. G represents the size of the largest (giant) cluster in the network, while SG
represents the size of the second largest cluster. In figure 1, G is the cluster consisting of the red nodes, and SG is the cluster consisting of the blue nodes.

Figure 1: Random Network with N = 150, <k> = 2. G is the cluster consisting of the red nodes, and SG is the cluster
consisting of the blue nodes.

2. The operational limits of a network
Given a network including communication networks and power grid, many studies focused on
the terminal reliability between pair of nodes in the network. The terminal reliability includes the
two-terminal reliability, K-terminal reliability and all-terminal reliability. These studies investigate
the connectivity between the origin and destination of a given pair from the viewpoint of network
users.
However, system operators cannot put all of the weight onto the service quality of a single user
or a portion of users, and rather care about questions of practical interest such as "how many failed
nodes/edges will break down the whole network?" Accordingly, we investigate the macroscopic
status of network reliability by defining "the operational limits of a network" in this manuscript.
When the classical methods of terminal reliability are implemented to answer above questions, the
“combinatorial explosion” problem [22-23] usually occurs when the number of possible system
states increases exponentially or even faster with the system size. In an attempt to overcome the
“combinatorial explosion” problem in association with the assessment of network reliability, we
consider the phase transition threshold of the network failure process as an indicator of network
connectivity loss, and use percolation theory to identify the critical point and calculate reliability
indexes correspondingly defined. Instead of focusing on verifying the existence of paths connecting
3

source and target nodes, we study the network reliability in a system view.
Percolation theory has been widely applied in the field of complex networks [18-20]. Based on
this, many studies have allowed revealing important network characteristics, including vulnerability
analysis of different types of complex networks. Percolation actually describes a phase transition
process of network failure, whose critical point distinguishes the network from connected to disconnected. Percolation theory makes use of statistical physics principles and graph theory to analyze such change in the structure of a complex network. Specific examples of problems, which can
be described and analyzed by percolation theory, are the robustness of networks against random
failures and targeted attacks [24-25], the interdependent systems [26], the spreading of infectious
diseases [27].

3. Network reliability analysis based on percolation theory
In the following, by taking into account the lifetime of the network nodes, we study how the
global network connectivity changes during a process of nodes and/or edges failure and measure the
network reliability Rs(t) and lifetime distribution fs(t) as defined with respect to the critical point of
the network percolation process. Let R(t) be the probability that a node/edge is functional at a given
time t, i.e. the node/edge reliability at time t. A fraction 1-p = 1-R(t) of nodes/edges will fail according to their reliability and as the failure process proceeds, clusters of connected nodes form as
they are cut off from the main (giant) network cluster (whose size is indicated as G). Then, as further
nodes/edges fail, the network gradually fragments into many finite clusters. If R(t) is below a critical
value pc, a main network cluster does not exist anymore and only small isolated clusters exit: we
define the instant at which this occurs as the lifetime of the network. With the network topology
information, this critical value pc can be calculated according to percolation theory [18-20], which
distinguishes the network from being connected to disconnected.
Compared to traditional network reliability methods, our proposed method based on the concept of percolation theory has the following advantages:
1. Statistical descriptions of the network failure comply well with practical requirements for
the analysis of network reliability [28-31]. Indeed, traditional network reliability analysis
mainly focuses on the effect of single paths of connection on the reliability of the network,
as framed in the classical 2-end reliability, k-end reliability and full-end reliability problems. In practice, the problem of how many nodes/edges failed will break down the
network system as a whole is a relevant one and its solution requires a change in the paradigm of analysis, which can be successfully tackled by percolation theory.
2. The percolation threshold naturally gives a network failure criterion. In order to identify
the operational limits of a network, which is missing before in traditional reliability
analysis [8], this percolation threshold can be taken as a statistical indicator of the operational limits [17]. And the research on connected cluster instead of paths during the
network failure process will help to understand and analyze the microscopic origin of
macroscopic network failure behaviors in a system point view.
3. The "combinatorial explosion" problem arising in the classical calculations of network
reliability, in which the computational complexity grows exponentially with the number
of nodes [22-23], is circumvented as the complexity in our proposed method for determining network reliability grows with the square of the network size N2. The approach
4

based on percolation theory is suitable for calculations of large-scale networks.

4. Analysis of the reliability and lifetime of random networks
In this section, we will illustrate how to calculate theoretically the network reliability and
lifetime based on percolation network. For a random network with N nodes, we look for the critical
point pc of the percolation process to identify the condition for the collapse of the network. As the
node percolation and edge percolation have similar characteristics [16-17], the framework here will
only consider node percolation for simplicity. For a small fraction 1- R(t) of failed nodes (pc<<
R(t)<<1), only small clusters break from the giant network cluster. When the number of failed nodes
increases (R(t) is closer to pc), the size of the fragments that fall off from the main cluster increases.
At the critical threshold pc, the system falls apart in the sense that the main network cluster fragments into small pieces [17]. According to percolation theory, the network loses its connectivity
when the number of failed nodes reaches N-[N*pc]. This feature enables us to employ a model of
voting system [32] with threshold ([N*pc]+1) to assess the reliability of the network. The voting
system aggregates the probabilities of scenarios in which the number of nodes still functioning is
greater than [N*pc], the expected number of functional nodes to keep the network connected. Accordingly, the network reliability at time t, Rs(t), can be given by the voting system based on the
percolation critical value:
N

∑

Rs (t ) =

C Ni R (t )i (1 − R (t )) N −i

(1)

i =[ N * pc ]+1

where R (t) is the reliability of the generic node, assumed the same for all nodes. N is the number of
nodes in the network. C Ni is the binomial coefficient.
We can derive the lifetime distribution of the network based on its reliability Rs(t):
f s (t ) =
=

where f (t ) =

d (1- Rs (t ))
dt

(2)

N!
(1 − R (t )) N −[ N * pc ]−1 ( R (t ))[ N * pc ] f (t )
( N − [ N * pc ] − 1)!([ N * pc ])!

d (1- R(t ))
is the lifetime distribution of the generic node.
dt
∞

∞

Ts = ∫ t * f s (t )dt = ∫ Rs (t )dt
0

(3)

0

The average network lifetime Ts is the time instant when a fraction of 1-pc of the network
nodes fail. The probability that a node is functioning at network lifetime, pc, equals the node reliability R(Ts) at the lifetime Ts of the network . So Ts can be obtained by the equation:

pc = R(Ts )
For a random network, the percolation threshold can be calculated as pc =

(4)

1
[17].
<k >

In the next section, we consider networks with different node lifetime distributions for example:
1. Exponential distributions ( R (t ) = exp(-λ * t ) ), where λ is the scale parameter.
5

2. Uniform distributions ( R (t ) =

b−t
), where a, b are the lower and upper limits of the
b−a

interval, respectively.
3. Weibull distributions ( R(t ) = e

− ( t / λ )k

), where λ, k are the scale parameter and shape pa-

rameter, respectively.

5. Numerical results of random networks
We have presented the theory for network reliability based on percolation in the previous
section. To demonstrate the analysis, simulation results are obtained in the following sections,
which is compared with the theoretical results derived from the previous section. We generate
random networks and assume that the lifetime of the nodes follows the distributions given above.
For random networks, at threshold, the size of the second largest cluster, SG, reaches maximum,
according to percolation theory [17]. Therefore, SG can be used as the failure indicator for random
networks. We use this feature in the simulation (see figure 2 for the procedure) to identify the
lifetime of the network.

6

Figure 2: Simulation flowchart. G is the size of the giant cluster, SG is the size of the second largest cluster. The
complexity in our proposed method for determining network reliability grows with the square of the network size N2.

In figure 3, we present the results of our study on the reliability of random networks by analytical and simulation approaches. Three types of lifetime distributions of network nodes have been
examined: exponential, uniform and Weibull. The abrupt decreases of the reliability Rs(t) at the
critical threshold are shown, as estimated by the analytical result of Eq. (1). The corresponding
results of network reliability found show different behaviors, due to the differences in the lifetime
distributions of the nodes. In figure 3a, for the random network, we assign the exponential distribution as the lifetime distribution of the network node. When time increases, some nodes begin to
fail due to their limited lifetime and the network reliability begins to decrease slowly. As time
further increases (t > 5) and more nodes become failed, the network reliability significantly decreases because the fraction of failed nodes approaches the percolation threshold. While the network reliability decreases comparatively smoothly for exponential lifetime distribution, it decreases
abruptly for uniform life distribution. This is because the fraction of failed nodes increases in different way for different lifetime distributions. This may eventually influence the network lifetime,
as shown in figure 3a-3c. The theoretical results are found to coincide well with the simulation
results.
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Rs(t)
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7

t

Figure 3: Reliability Rs(t) of a random network with <k> = 4, N = 100000 with different lifetime distributions. All of
the lifetime distributions have the same average lifetime value of 4. Here t represents the simulation iteration in an
arbitrary unit. The dotted line gives the simulation result of the network lifetime corresponding to the maximum
value of SG whereas the solid line is the analytical result given by Eq. (1) with pc = 1/<k> obtained by percolation
theory. The difference between theory and simulation comes from the finite size effect, which decreases as network
size increases. (a) Exponential distribution with λ = 1/4. (b) Uniform distribution within the range [1,7]. (c) Weibull
distribution with scale parameter 4.5135 and shape parameter 2.

In figure 4, we study, by simulation, the evolution of the network topology. At t = 0 (in arbitrary
time units), almost all nodes belong to a main cluster, and G is close to 1 while SG is approximately
0. As time goes on, G monotonically decreases while SG rises to its maximum at percolation criticality. The corresponding time is the network lifetime when the network reliability decreases almost
to zero. Then, fragmentation continues until the network becomes completely disconnected. This
8

confirms, in the case of random networks, that the maximum of SG can be considered as an indicator of the system breakdown and can be used to calculate the lifetime of the network. In coincidence with figure 3, as time increases, the failure of nodes decreases the size of the giant cluster G,
due to the loss of their connections to other nodes. There are more clusters disconnecting from the
giant cluster as a result of connection loss between them. As the second largest cluster SG reaches
maximum, it indicates that the giant cluster of the network is totally fragmented. As shown in figure
4a-4c, different node lifetime distribution can influence the instance when the second largest cluster
reaches maximum.

1.0
0.004

(a )

0.5

Exponential distribution
0.002

G
SG

0.0

0.000
5.4

1.0

0.006

(b)

Uniform distribution

0.5
0.003
G
SG

0.0

0.000
5.4

1.0

0.004

(c)

Weibull distribution

0.5

0.002

G
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0.000

0.0
0

4
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12
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Figure 4: The evolutions of G and SG with different lifetime distributions of the nodes, where the peak of SG signals
the network collapse. The parameters of the distributions are the same as in figure 3. (a) Exponential distribution
with λ=1/4. (b) Uniform distribution within the range [1,7]. (c) Weibull distribution with scale parameter 4.5135 and
shape parameter 2. The dotted lines in red mark the network average lifetime obtained by simulation.

We have also tested the relationship between the average lifetime of the network and the average lifetime of its nodes (see figure 5). When the lifetime distribution of the nodes follows the
uniform distribution f (t ) = 1 / (b-a) , where a, b are the lower and upper limits of the interval, re9

b−t
. Using Eq.
b−a
(4) with the percolation theory result pc=1/<k>, we get the relation between the network lifetime
and the node average lifetime T:
spectively, the average node lifetime value T is (a+b)/2 and its reliability is R (t ) =

Ts = T +

b−a b−a
−
2
<k>

(5)

20

Ts

15

10

the

analytical result

the simulation result

5

4

8

12

16

20

T
Figure 5: The average lifetime Ts of the random network changes as a linear function of the average lifetime T of the
nodes (network with <k> = 4, N = 10000). The node lifetime is assumed to obey a uniform distribution. The dotted
line is the simulation result giving the network lifetime in correspondence of the maximum value of SG and the solid
line is the analytical result from Eq.(5), with pc = 1/<k>.

Next we study the relation between the lifetime and the number of nodes N of the network; the
results are reported in figure 6 for two cases:
• assuming that the lifetime distribution of all network nodes is exponential
( R(t ) = exp(-λ * t ) ), with same average lifetime 1 . Then, the network average

λ

∞

lifetime is Ts =

∫ Rs (t )dt =
0

•

N

1
i =[ N * pc ] +1 i λ

∑

.

b−t
,
b−a
where a, b are the lower and upper limits of the interval, respectively). Then, the
assuming that the lifetime distribution of all network nodes is uniform ( R (t ) =

∞

network average lifetime is Ts =

∫ R (t )dt =
s

0

10

N − [ N * pc ]
(b − a ) + a
N +1

.

The lifetime of the network obtained by simulation is found to approach the theoretical results
as the number of nodes N increases. The deviation from the analytical results for small N is mainly
due to the finite size effect. Figure 6 suggests that network lifetime is insensitive to the size of
network in our investigated random network configurations. This is partially because the model
here does not consider the cascading failures between network components. When the mechanism
of cascading failures is introduced, specific study is needed to investigate the effect of network size
on the network reliability.
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(a )

4
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Exponential distribution
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the simulation

result

6

Ts

5

(b)

4

the

analytical result

the simulation

0

Uniform distribution

result

10000

20000

30000

N

Figure 6: The average lifetime of the random network changes as a function of the network size N. (a) The node
lifetime obeys an exponential distribution with λ = 1/4. (b) The node lifetime obeys a uniform distribution within the
range [1,7]. The dotted line is the simulation result giving the network lifetime in correspondence of the maximum
value of SG; the solid line is the analytical result with pc = 1/<k>.

6. Numerical results of a real network

In this section, we use the transmission network system IEEE 14 bus [33] as reference case
study. The IEEE 14 Bus Test Case represents a portion of the American Electric Power Grid (in the
Midwestern US), which is widely implemented for different case studies including short circuit
analysis, load flow studies and interconnected grid problems. The network represents a portion of
the Electric Power System with 14 bus locations connected by 20 lines and transformers. For the
analysis, we refer to nodes and edges to represent the network components. In this case study,
failures of edges are considered, and with different rate and probability values taken from tables 1
and 2 of reference [33]. For completeness, the failure rate data are reported in table 1. The failure
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probability of edge ij is defined as:

Fi j (t ) = 1 − e

− λij t

Table 1. Failure rate data of the edges in the network considered.
From vertex

To vertex

Failure rate/year

1

2

0.2389

1

5

0.8795

2

3

0.7818

2

4

0.6949

2

5

0.6841

3

4

0.6732

4

5

0.1629

4

7

0.01045

4

9

0.01045

5

6

0.01045

6

11

1.1944

6

12

1.5364

6

13

0.7818

7

8

0.01045

7

9

0.01045

9

10

0.5049

9

14

1.6233

10

11

1.1509

12

13

1.1998

13

14

2.0902

In figure 7, we present the simulation analysis of the real network reliability. Note the similarity between this figure and figure 3 for the random network model: Rs(t) drops abruptly at the
percolation threshold, and then decreases slowly due to the small failure rate of some edges (table 1).
In IEEE 14 bus, our results in figure 7 suggest that timely maintenances should be implemented
before this abrupt collapse of network.
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Figure 7: Reliability Rs(t) of the transmission network with exponential distributions of edge lifetime.

In figure 8, we study the evolution of the network topology. Again, the instant when the
maximum of SG occurs is used to identify the breakdown of the system. Because the edge failure
rates values are heterogeneous, the evolution of SG is not bell-shaped as in the homogeneous case
(all identical values of failure rates) of figure 4. The findings in figure 8a explain the reason of
abrupt decrease of network reliability found in figure 7. According to the lifetime of network
component (table 1), the giant cluster is fragmented suddenly after the loss of a few components.
These components are considered as the vulnerable part of the whole system. For example, the
link611 and link612 with high failure rates play an important role in bridging two functional clusters of
the transmission network. The failure of these links at the very beginning makes the network fragile,
comparatively.
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Figure 8: (a) The evolutions of G and SG of the transmission network with exponential edge lifetime distributions.
The dotted line marks the average lifetime obtained by simulation. (b) The evolution of the topology of the transmission network during the failure process.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we adopt a statistical physics description of the failure processes in a network
system and build a framework based on percolation theory to calculate network reliability. Different
from traditional considerations, here we study the network reliability properties using the percolation process and use the critical threshold of percolation as network failure criterion. Compared with
traditional network reliability methods, the framework can give a practical understanding of network global connectivity failure instead of focusing on terminal connectivity and therefore circumvents the computational problems of classical network reliability analysis methods in
large-scale networks. The framework can consider both nodes and edges failures, and with different
reliability functions. Here we calculate the network reliability without considering a variety of
realistic failure behaviors, including cascading failure processes in single [34-37] and interdependent networks [38-39]. These will be subjects of future investigations in the continuation of this
research.
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